Please keep in mind before ordering, that I can legally reproduce:
~ Images from books that are 70 years or older
~ Public domain images
~ Copyright free images ( Example... many government agencies such as NASA and U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service have copyright free images)
~ Your personal artwork ( drawings, photographs, paintings etc..)
~ Clip art that has no restrictions on personal use and has been legally obtained. However, if
you intend to sell your products, you must have the appropriate commercial use license in
order to use the clipart.
~ Artwork that is created by someone else but you have written, signed, and dated permission
to reproduce.
*Images I can't and won't reproduce are:
~ Images (including photos, drawings, illustrations) that are from books published after 1947
~ Random internet images with unknown origin
~ Anything copyrighted or created by another individual where you have not been granted
written permission to reproduce.

* By uploading or submitting an image/file, you certify that you
have the legal right to use and distribute that image.
Not all images translate well from black and white artwork to metal texture. If you are unsure
how well your design will work you can submit it for review and I will give you my opinion
on its pattern potential. (Send your image to rmrgwen@gmail.com)
STEP ONE
Create Artwork
Artwork can come from any image (photograph, line drawing, painting, etc.) that you can
convert into a high contrast black and white image.
STEP TWO
Prepare Image
•Create pattern by laying out your designs in the manner you wish them to appear in your
finished pattern. I like to use Photoshop and Corel Paint Shop Pro to create my layouts.
(Keep in mind empty space is sometimes important and the paper itself creates a nice
texture.)
•Save image as 300dpi, J-PEG
STEP THREE
Purchase your pattern size of choice and send your image to Gwen: rmrgwen@gmail.com
Your design will either be accepted or sent back for revision.
Once pattern is reviewed AND accepted a custom order takes 3-5 business days to fill.
* A depth testing pattern is included with every custom order to help with set up of
proper roller spacing.

